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Why listening to 

authentic speech 

Is hard



Hear this audio embedded within the recording of Mark Hancock’s talk here:

http://hancockmcdonald.com/talks/pronunciation-listeners-making-sense-connected-

speech

CHAT ABOUT FACEBOOK…

Mike: //How many people//ehm//does the average person have as friends// 

//on Facebook?//

Nic: //Six hundred//    

Mel: //Ooh no// I think it's less than that//

Nic: //Really?//           

Mel: //I'd say two fifty//

Mike: //The average person//how many friends do you think they have on Facebook?// 

//is that your final answer?//

//Two fifty// and six hundred//

Nic: //Six hundred//

Mel: //Yeah//

Mike: //It's actually ninety//

Nic: //Uh//

Mel: //Really?//

Mike: //Yeah//ninety//

Nic: //We're above average//

Mel: //That we are Nicola//That we are!//

Mike: //But//don't you think evenI think even thatI think it was ninety or//

//it could have been wrong //hundred and twenty//could be wrong//

//I think it was ninety//ehm //don't quote me on that// I'll just I just//

Nic: //You are full of//

Mike: //I was adam//

Nic: //solid gold information//
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Mike: //adam it adamant that it was ninety//

//and now I'm thinking//was it one twenty?//

Mel: //Was it really?//

Mike: //but I  but I remember this morning them saying//

//I do remember them saying //you know//even ninety// right//

//Do you really know//ninety people?//

N: It's a very good point, 

I've j, actually just put on Facebook, 

'Do you actually know all your Facebook friends?'. 

M: Yeah.

N: 'Have you actually met them all?' 

Mel: // I na  II must have about five hundred//six//maybe even more people //

// and I go through it all the time // and think //'I don't speak to you'// delete // 

//'I don't even speak to you'// delete // you don't know her // like // 

//you knew them once in a lifetime // but you don't know them any more //

//and you don't speak to them // so what's the point in keeping them? //

//it's it's stupid //

Mike: //And if you think // right // they can just look at anything // that you post on there// they can see // all

everything that you put up on there//all your nights out // all your writing on people's walls // about your 

life //they can see anything// but you don't know // as you say // if you don't know five hundred of them 

you//what's to say one of them // doesn't use that the wrong way?//

Why is authentic speech hard? Speed; Overlapping turns; False Starts; Changes of Direction; Unfamiliar 

Accents; Radical Reductions

Audio from Radio Knowsley; used in English Pronunciation in Use Intermediate (2nd ed)
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RHYTHM



o O o

he saw her

she liked him

o O o O

he liked her face

he hates her cat

o O o o O

he asked her her name 

she showed him her cat



C
Using authentic texts: 

micro-listening*

* term from John Field



1 Do you achly know   

2 if you achly highlight

3 Have you achy met them all   

4 but it sachly

5 tachy ninety

Audio Concordance



Acoustic Drills

See Richard Cauldwell’s work (“Speech in Action”) for more detail 

on close analysis of radical reductions in spoken English



Audacity

http://audacity.sourceforge.

net/









Oh I believe in yesterday

Oh why be leaving yesterday?

Murdered Lyrics



Watch video for this here: 

http://hancockmcdonald.com/materials/wrong-lyrics-1
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